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The last twenty years have seen a remarkable growth of scholarly interest in Heideg-
ger’s a¶liationswith, and debts to, German literature.TheH•olderlin connectionhas
enjoyed particularly sustained and intense attention, with the Heidegger–Celan ex-
changes coming a close second. The correspondence between Heidegger and Imma
von Bodmershof is a valuable contribution to existing knowledge of Heidegger’s
engagement with H•olderlin’s poetry. Imma von Bodmershof (1895–1982) was the fi-
anc‹ee of the H•olderlin scholar Norbert von Hellingrath (1888–1916),who was killed
in World War I. Heidegger met her on 6 June 1959, when he presented his paper
‘H•olderlins Erde und Himmel’ at a session of the H•olderlin Society in Munich. The
ensuing correspondence lasted until Heidegger’s last days in 1976. Although much
in it is of too private a nature to be of much help to Heidegger scholars, other than
those intent on writing a new biography capturing previously unknown details such
as Heidegger’s coming downwith jaundice in 1962 (p. 22), some of the letters do pro-
vide essential insight intoHeidegger’s early perusal of H•olderlin and of Hellingrath’s
1911 ‘Prolegomenazu einerErstausgabevonH•olderlinsPindar •ubertragungen’(letter
no. 104 of 12 July 1975), as well as intoHeidegger’s later appropriationof H•olderlin’s
poetry. It was only in 1913–14, in Heinrich Rickert’s seminar, that Heidegger learnt
whoHellingrathwas. He became aware of Hellingrath’s connectionswith theGeorge
Circle, above all with Gundolf and Wolfskehl, and this awareness must have facili-
tated his approach to H•olderlin’s poetry as a phenomenon whose philosophical (and
thus inevitably also ideological) significance for the present deserved to be revealed
as much as its presumed historical meaning. Heidegger testifies that he discovered in
Hellingrath’s book (conceived in 1910 as a doctoral dissertation) an ally in wresting
H•olderlin’s poetry out of the Romantic epoch (p. 133), demonstrating that it belongs
not to the Romantic canon, as it was customary to believe on the eve of WorldWar I,
but rather to the beginning of a new cultural paradigm, where the anxieties of Ger-
man Romanticism, while still perfectly relevant, were being redefined and expressed
in accordance with a post-Romantic outlook and sensibility. This, of course, entailed
an interpretation proceeding from premisses that were more often than not, as Max
Kommerell was to point out as early as 1942, thematically unavailable in H•olderlin’s
poetry.
The importance of George’s (and H•olderlin’s) poetry for Heidegger’s philosophy
is the subject of Friedrich-Wilhelm von Herrmann’s masterly study, in whose title
the reader will recognize a quotation from Heidegger’s major work ‘The Nature of
Language’ fromOn the Way to Language. Von Herrmann, a scholar renowned for his
contribution to the study of Heidegger and Husserl, o·ers here a systematic enquiry
into the place of Heidegger’s George interpretations in Heidegger’s own philosophy.
He should take full credit for being the first to study this subject so thoroughly.Writ-
ing from an unmistakably hermeneutical perspective, von Herrmann keeps external
indices of life and influence to the bare minimum, mentioning only the fact of Hei-
degger’s possession of volumes ii–ix of the Stefan George Gesamtausgabe published
by Bondi. Rather, von Herrmann is concerned to explicate and gauge the role that
Heidegger’s commentaries on George’s poetry played in the philosopher’s transition
from a fundamental-ontological thinking to a thinking grounded in a recognition of
the historicity of being.Heidegger’s earliest engagement withGeorge occurred in the
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framework of his critical elucidation of Romantic philosophy of language in the 1939
seminar lecturesVomWesen der Sprache: DieMetaphysik der Sprache und die Wesung
desWortes. Zu Herders Abhandlung ‘Ueber den Ursprung der Sprache’ (available since
1999 as vol. lxxxv of Heidegger’sGesamtausgabe). It was only in 1957–58, and after
the major analyses of H•olderlin’s poetry, that Heidegger turned again to George, the
result being the two texts (‘The Nature of Language’ and ‘Words’) included in On
the Way to Language. Both George and H•olderlin are convincingly claimed by von
Herrmann as stimulatingHeidegger’s arrival at a philosophy of language that under-
stands (poetic) language as the ‘chimeof silence’ (Gel •autder Stille), or, asHeidegger’s
di¶cult Greek coinage in Beitr•age zur Philosophie has it, as Sigetik, the process of
our Erschweigung of being. In painting this global picture, von Herrmann also draws
attention (pp. 73–75) to Gottfried Benn’s poem ‘Gedichte’ (‘Im Namen Dessen, der
die Stunden spendet’), which Heidegger himself referred to. Von Herrmann does so
in order to unravel the manifold philosophical implications of naming and to ponder
the status of the word as both less and more than a sign. Readers less committed to
the hermeneutical approachmight havewished to see here a somewhatmore inclusive
reading that traces the significance of ‘name’ and ‘naming’ for German philosophy of
culture in the late 1950s (the time whenHeideggerwrote ‘TheNature of Language’),
particularly visible in Carl Schmitt’s contested 1959 article ‘Nomos-Nahme-Name’.
Willem van Reijen’s book is a most welcome study of the suggestive, and far from
superficial, similarities between Heidegger’s and Benjamin’s thought. In many ways
a comparative study ofHeidegger and Benjamin on such a scale and of such range has
been long overdue. By lucidly organizing his exposition in ten chapters built around
parallels between their treatment of nature, truth and judgement, origin and history,
the last God andMessiah,Gelassenheit and expectation, technology, language, art and
the inexpressible, violence and critique, van Reijen takes his reader on a fascinating
journey throughHeidegger’s and Benjamin’s thought.The author’s overarching the-
sis is that bothHeidegger andBenjaminwere deeply revolutionarythinkers,withLeft
and Right touching each other across walls not of their (Heidegger’s and Benjamin’s)
making, and eventually perhaps even rendering each other pointless as philosophi-
cal distinctions. Van Reijen writes with compelling knowledge of the two thinkers’
texts, and his comments are very often subtly nuanced. What a reader may miss in
this undoubtedly important book, to which this necessarily brief review cannot do
full justice, is the determination to go beyond the similarities, however significant
they might be, in order to ask what made them possible in the first place. I realize
that this might be deemed to be an altogether di·erent task from the one van Reijen
has set himself, but while reading the book one is tantalized into expecting that van
Reijen’s well-informed narrative will branch out into a study that puts this central
question on the agenda even more forcefully than it occasionally does. This would
have involved a closer discussion of social and historical contexts and an examination
of philosophy as implicated in, and reflecting (in however mediated fashion), certain
socio-generationalpatterns.The danger of all this,which vanReijenmust have recog-
nized when deciding not to follow this route, is, of course, that such an examination
may (but need not) end in an impoverished and reductionist analysis of both thinkers,
which vanReijen avoids at a relatively small price. Overall, this is essential reading for
both Heidegger and Benjamin scholars, much as von Herrmann’s work would be for
those studying and researching twentieth-centuryGerman philosophy and poetry.
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